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Thematic Risk Factors
 
Another Cruel Summer? “Hot summer streets and 
the pavements are burning” begins the 1983 hit song 
by British pop band Bananarama. Investors similarly 
fear a scorching summer in markets.  Sources of un-
certainty are clearly numerous, ranging from the in-
creasingly theatric US elections to the Brexit vote (June 
23) to the timing of a Fed rate hike (although policy 
announcements are becoming a bit like groundhog 
day — with Yellen popping her head out of the hole 
hoping to raise rates, only to back away each time). 
 
Any measure of investor activity confirms current 
macro fears. Volume in inverse and volatility ETFs have 
reached record highs (recently accounting for more 
than 10% of the NYSE’s trading activity). What’s also 
notable is that optimism on bonds is nearing a record 
high. The pros are similarly nervous. The latest Bank 
of America Merrill Lynch Global Investor Survey shows 
fund managers currently holding 5.7% of their portfo-
lios in cash, up from 5.5% in May and the highest level 
since November 2001. The new poll also showed risk 
appetite and global equity allocation at four-year lows.
 
Where to from here? At panic points like this, it is use-
ful to revisit the role of the portfolio manager: why 
do clients pay us to manage their wealth? It is not 
for flawless clairvoyance. Rather, we are paid to an-
ticipate probable risks, prepare for opportunities and, 
importantly, not lose our proverbial minds when ev-
eryone else has lost theirs. That requires a disciplined 
approach that can extract emotion from the process. 
 
To be sure, markets are reacting to some legitimate 

macro fears. Central bank actions are increasingly fran-
tic, China’s longer-running agenda has been poorly 
communicated and global demand remains structur-
ally deficient. And, there are times when even false 
beliefs can change economic reality so much that 
they become true (this is Soros’s reflexivity thesis).
 
Still, since 2008, we have argued that post-financial 
crisis periods are a different animal. Investors, still 
carrying crisis-made scar tissue, tend to cling close to 
shore. Endless financial crisis fears prevail — whether 
US fiscal cliffs, Chinese devaluations, Euro banking in-
solvencies and so on.  The narrative keeps shifting but 
a bearish bias lingers. This time has not been different.
 
→ Investment Implications. Amidst a renewed set of 
macro fears and heightened volatility, new market 
leadership may be surfacing. The 10%-plus year-to-
date outperformance of emerging market equities 
against MSCI EAFE is particularly impressive.  And, 
in the recent sell-off, emerging markets have held up 
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→ “Upside risk” continues to be very high this year.  Macro 
fears — Trump, Brexit, etc. — continue to dominate. Howev-
er, investors should not panic. Economic growth, while slow, 
will still be positive (2% GDP growth is the “new bullish”). 

→ The era of unconventional policy also continues. 
Central bankers have become lead sponsors of risk 
markets. Expect further forays into the unorthodox 
this year. “People’s QE”, a money-financed style fiscal 
stimulus (read: bona fide “money printing”), is gaining 
widespread support and should be closely monitored. 

→ Canadian investors need to diversify globally. Opin-
ion toward the Canadian dollar and commodities are 
reaching speculative highs. Don’t chase the trend. 
With increased purchasing power, Canadian investors 
should again increase globally diversified exposures.

→ Bottom line: given high volatility, 2016 will 
be brutal on emotional investors. “Big mistakes” 
will be made. Don’t be one of those investors.
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much better than their developed world counterparts.  
To most investors, this may seem unusual. After all, 
over the last five years, emerging markets have dra-
matically underperformed. And, in a typical “risk-off” 
period, one expects emerging markets to fall more 
than others. However, this is not happening in 2016. 
All of the above confirms our positioning, running an 
“overweight” in domestic-focused, commodity import-
ing emerging markets – namely India, China, Poland 
and Vietnam. Behind this relative stability of emerg-
ing markets lie four positives 1) the US dollar’s likely 
peaking (wonderful for emerging markets) 2) dovish 
monetary policy and lower commodity prices are driv-
ing long term domestic interest rates lower 3) the valu-
ation gap between Asian and Western markets today 
stands close to 2003 levels (the last time a secular bull 
started) and 4) fiscal easing, notably in China and India, 
bodes well for corporate earnings. Foreign investors 
have not yet bought into the emerging market trend. 
However, a turnaround is very likely approaching.
 
Brexit or Bremain: No Need To Panic. Undoubtedly, 
a UK vote to leave the European Union would have a 
negative impact on business and investor confidence. 
Not only would it increase fears of the bloc’s disinte-
gration — emboldening anti-EU parties like Spain’s 
Podemos and Italy’s Five Star Movement — but, more 
importantly, it would create an upsurge in populist 
groups promoting nationalism and protectionism. 
That’s a clear negative for risk markets. However, the 
actual outcome will not be as binary as it first seems. 
Regardless of the outcome (as we write, results are 
not yet out), Brexit will very likely prove yet another 
post-crisis macro fear with limited fallout. Why? First, 
markets have already been pricing in damage to in-
vestor sentiment. Safe havens such as the Japanese 
Yen and gold are soaring and tracking referendum 
odds very closely. Once results are in, a more certain 
path will be visible and markets will re-price. Second, 
even if the Brexit vote passes, the UK will likely be a 
member of the EU for a few more years at least (even 
“Leave” leaders have cited 2020 as a likely exit). Ref-
erendums are merely a recommendation to politi-
cians (who often drag out the process to determine 
particulars of the actionable result). Thirdly, a Brexit 
would surely force central bankers into action — fur-
ther underwriting higher asset prices. The ECB would 
be out with new tricks. But also countries from Norway 
(with strong trade linkages to the UK) to Switzerland 

(still a relative safe haven) would be forced to increase 
stimulus and intervene in domestic currency markets.

→ Investment Implications. In general, fear is very 
high and Brexit is dominating headlines. But post-
referendum certainty alone will likely buoy global risk 
markets. The currency has already been beat up and 
UK equities are dominated by banks and commodities 
which are only impacted modestly by a changed rela-
tionship with the EU (HSBC, for example, earns two-
thirds of its profit from Asia). In short, Brexit will cause 
dislocation but also opportunity for intrepid investors.

Trump’s Message to the World: You’re Fired! What 
do Brexit and the US elections have in common? Pri-
marily, they pit angry populists against the political 
establishment. It should be very clear by now that an-
ti-elitist populism is unwelcome by financial markets 
that are dominated by business elites. But develop-
ments here are yet another “unthinkable” in a grow-
ing list since 2008. Who knew Trump would make it 
so far? And what implications would a Trump presi-
dency have on global markets? We see four big ones. 
First, and most clearly, Trump’s policies will signifi-
cantly reduce taxes and increase spending on military 
and infrastructure. Early estimates predict $10 trillion 
in higher debt and deficits. Over the short term, this 
would boost corporate profits (given the current pe-
riod of low corporate investment along with a current 
account deficit). Second, and offsetting the first, would 
be a likely damage to business confidence (surely the 
quickest way to short circuit growth). Here any num-
ber of Trump’s policies (take your pick: torture, abro-
gation of trade treaties, censorship, a tariff war with 
China, etc.) could create a confusing business envi-
ronment and slow a still-fragile US economy. Thirdly, 
especially compared to the more predictable Hillary 
Clinton, market volatility would soar as markets adjust 
to new political realities (and erratic policy). Finally, 
and perhaps most importantly, Mr. Trump’s nation-
alism is highly dangerous. Trump not only advocates 
America re-treating behind a wall, he also threatens to 
shelve trade agreements like the Trans-Pacific Partner-
ship. In a globalized world defined by a move toward 
closer interconnectedness, the “biggest loser” would 
undoubtedly be the US. Consider China’s longer run-
ning ambitions to establish Beijing at the center of a 
new Asian imperial domain. A Trump presidency would 
allow China to send a message to every Asian coun-
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ernors (6 of 17 now only see one rise this year). 

Where to next in the wider global central bank are-
na? Recently, there is growing sentiment that the “QE 
bubble” has burst and “NIRP” (negative interest rate 
policy) is a failure. To many, QE is viewed as benefitting 
only the wealthy (i.e. capital owners who profit from 
rising asset prices). NIRP is also widely viewed as highly 
problematic particularly for the banking sector. Recent 
under-performance of European and Japanese banks 
highlight the issue: since the banks are reluctant to 
pass on negative interest rates to their retail customers, 
the charge on deposits acts as an effective tax on the 
banking sector, squeezing their net interest margins.

But what about moving beyond QE and NIRP? Could 
the world’s central banks attempt even more radical 
policies? These are questions we now regularly hear 
from clients. All of which leads us to “People’s QE” 
(PQE) — a catchy phrase originating from the UK, 
where a number of respected academics and the new 
Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn are pushing the idea. 
The basic argument is that central banks should pro-
vide money to the public with no expectation that 
those funds are repaid: in other words, a permanent, 
money-financed fiscal expansion. PQE could take sev-
eral forms. The simplest would be for central banks to 
deposit cash directly into household bank accounts. 
This would be similar to a tax cut, except that there 
is no deterioration in the government’s fiscal posi-
tion (no new debt) because the operation would be 
funded by the creation of new money. Alternatively, 
the central bank could directly fund infrastructure and 
public works spending. For example, the government 
could use money provided freely by the central bank 
to invest in highways, bridges, etc. It would fund it-
self by selling bonds (which never have to be repaid).

The growing supporters of PQE claim it would be more 
effective than QE because money would be immedi-
ately directed into the real economy. In contrast, exist-
ing QE works only through indirect channels, by raising 
assets prices and lowering interest rates. So People’s 
QE could be less dangerous for financial stability be-
cause it would not inflate asset-price bubbles. PQE 
could even fight inequality, whereas QE mainly helps 
the wealthy. Given the right platform for PQE, the pub-
lic would likely enthusiastically embrace the concept. 
Whatever the direction of policy, doves will keep crying.

try: do you want to be with us, or with the United 
States who is openly against you? No doubt, Presi-
dent Xi Jinping is rooting for a Trump win in November.

→ Investment Implications. In general, presidential 
cycles are very weak actionable trends (and have been 
overstated in terms of their predictive ability for mar-
ket returns). Additionally, the US political system is 
designed in such a way that the President (especially 
with no congressional support) can’t exert too much 
power at any given time. Still, the Trump presidency 
would be a different regime and a significant macro 
risk factor (just as the rise of nationalism and protec-
tionism in the 1930s proved to be more destructive 
than the immediate effects of the 1929 stock market 
crash). If Trump wins, expect a weakening US dollar, 
along with broad World ex-US outperformance. Asia, 
in particular, stands to benefit most as intra-regional 
trade would increase and boost corporate profits.

When Central Bank Doves Cry. Fans of the late musi-
cian, Prince, are grieving the loss of an inhumanly pro-
lific musician, performing live from adolescence until 
the eve of his death. While the scale and quality of his 
work was impressive, his innovation was even more so. 
His most famous single — “When Doves Cry” (1984) — 
dispensed with the bass guitar, an audacious move for 
a rhythm and blues artist in the mid-1980s. Prince con-
sistently foreshadowed the future and fans knew it.

Like fans of Prince, the Fed is also in distress. The more 
vocal dovish members of the Fed’s board of governors 
have repeatedly urged their hawkish counterparts to 
err on the side of caution – and, importantly, not to 
back away from unconventional policy. The doves are 
winning. Most recently, former hawk James Bullard, 
president of the St Louis Federal Reserve, turned dovish 
(revealing that he was the outlier behind that unexpect-
edly low dot on the Fed’s “dot plot” of rate forecasts). 

What’s more, a significant shift took place at the 
Fed’s last meeting. Chairwoman Janet Yellen hinted 
that some of the forces holding down interest rates 
may be more secular in nature (slow productivity 
growth, aging demographics, etc.). In the past, she 
ascribed the low level of rates mainly to lingering 
headwinds from the 2008 crisis. This secular view 
is becoming Fed consensus, reflected in a marked 
downgrade in rate projections released by the gov-
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viders of savings in the economy and their assets are 
far larger than liabilities. Thus, viewed from a balance 
sheet perspective, the debt situation is much less 
dire than commonly perceived. Further, the bears ig-
nore that most debt has been used for infrastructure 
buildup rather than funding consumption (imagine 
that in any Western country). Comparisons to Japan 
are also wide off the mark. Japan’s corporate debt-
to-asset ratio topped out at 78% in the early 1990s. 
After a 26-year balance sheet recession in Japan, Chi-
nese corporates have comparable debt-to-asset ratios.

→ Investment Implications. Like Vladimir and Es-
tragon waiting for Godot in Samuel Beckett’s play, 
Chinese bears will have to wait a very long time to 
witness a China debt crash. But this China debt view 
has punished Chinese stocks. H-share Chinese banks 
sport a price/book ratio of 0.7 (versus a historical 
average of 2). In other words, they are dirt cheap, 
have priced in a severe credit crunch and should be 
owned in globally balanced portfolios. Also, remain 
long renminbi-denominated bonds as a way to ac-
cess a non-correlated asset, falling bond yields, lon-
ger-term renminbi stability and a general re-rating of 
Chinese bonds from “emerging” to “reserve” asset.

Oil, Commodities and the Canadian Dollar: Reve-
nants? Watching Alejandro Iñárritu’s harrowing surviv-
alist drama is an excruciating, visceral experience. But, 
for some, watching the mauling in the oil market over 
the last few years was even more grisly. Yet, 2016 has 
provided a respite from the thrashing — oil, the wider 
commodity complex and the Canadian dollar have re-
turned from the grave with a vengeance. For commod-
ity bears like us, this revenant-like performance has 
inflicted some short-term pain. 

Where to next? We remain steadfast that oil and com-
modities are in a “lower for longer” phase. Yes, stabil-
ity may have arrived. However, a renewed bull market 
is unlikely. Prices went through a very typical secular 
phase — rising demand amidst constrained supply in 
the early 2000s was met with an enormous surge in cap-
ital spending. This increase in supply will keep a ceiling 
on prices for years. But do expect wide volatility. In the 
period from 1985 – 2004, the oil price frequently dou-
bled or halved in the course of a few months. Now that 
speculative enthusiasm has returned to the oil market 
(non-commercial speculators have a record long po-

→ Investment Implications. Money managers are now 
in a period where they cannot ignore central bank pol-
icy. Sadly, such actions are now more decisive for short 
and intermediate-term market trends than fundamen-
tal economics.  Experimental monetary policy is now 
widely accepted as standard operating procedure in 
today’s post-crisis era. However, with QE, the law of di-
minishing returns applies. As regular ice cream-eaters 
progressively experience less pleasure with additional 
indulgence, so does the market demand ever-increasing 
portions to produce the same wealth effect.  As such, 
given weak economic growth and high interest-rate 
sensitivity, central bankers will continue with more ex-
perimentation and unorthodox policies. They have also 
become the lead sponsors of rising asset prices, effec-
tively becoming victims of their own success. The Fed is 
now a creature of financial markets rather than a stew-
ard of the real economy. Is this good? Of course not.  At-
tempts to cushion the volatility always end up creating 
instabilities in the future. Yet, seven years after the fi-
nancial crisis, here we are. The central issue is that poli-
cymakers have not yet resolved the deficiency of world 
demand. That means we may have only scratched the 
surface in terms of unorthodox policy. The next stage 
will likely be central bankers endorsing People’s QE: 
direct consumer cheques, higher budget deficits to 
sponsor infrastructure projects, central-bank funded 
tax cuts, etc. Economists in favour of these policies are 
often just fiscal stimulus advocates (perhaps hoping to 
use the central bank to stealthily push through quasi-
fiscal measures). To be sure, these are all grubby poli-
cies and money-financed fiscal expansions carry a stig-
ma, often associated with the Weimar hyperinflation 
of the early 1920s. However, PQE is gaining support. 
But first, a renewed global recession or major mar-
ket decline would need to occur. If initiated, it would 
be a game-changer for our Global Scenario Outlook. 
 
China’s Debt Crash: Waiting For Godot. China’s glob-
al image, assiduously promoted by the world’s ubiq-
uitous bears, is of a failing economy beset by a col-
lapsing currency, panicked capital flight by investors, 
and, as widely advertised, debt levels teetering on 
the brink of disaster. It cannot be ignored that China 
has an eye-watering amount of debt, reaching over 
220% of GDP by the end of 2015. But the fundamen-
tal reason behind this credit surge is rooted in its high 
savings and banking-centric intermediation system. 
Chinese households have long been the primary pro-
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speculation of all stripes. Quantitative easing and its 
monetary offshoots have the effect of tethering inter-
est rates to zero, coaxing savers and investors further 
out on the risk curve. Meanwhile, the real econo-
my—hobbling along at subpar growth rates—serves 
as a sobering reminder that we have yet to arrive. 

→ Investment Implications. For investors, an-
ticipating the type of environment policymak-
ers will create can provide useful signals for the 
road ahead (note: that’s easier than solving the 
world’s problems!). Those looking to postwar prec-
edents for guidance will surely be disappointed. 
Also see “(Mis)leading economic indicators” above. 

Icarus and the US Dollar: Both Too Close to the Sun. 
So positive has been the opinion toward the US dollar 
that its value has been bid up to dangerous levels. Now, 
like Icarus soaring too close to the sun, the dollar’s 
wings may start melting. Everything that could have 
gone right for USD has materialized: QE from the ECB, 
negative rates in Europe and Japan, civil wars in the 
Middle East, etc. Yet, the US dollar’s trade-weighted 
index is lower than it was a year ago. Where to next? 
Actually, 19th century German philosophy provides a 
nice framework. The late philosopher Arthur Schopen-
hauer observed that every truth passes through three 
stages before it is recognized: “in the first it is ridiculed; 
in the second it is opposed; in the third it is regarded 
as self-evident.” Bull markets follow a similar evolu-
tion. For the US dollar, popular perceptions are firmly 
in Schopenhauer’s third, “self-evident” stage: being 
long dollars has become an extremely comfortable 
consensus. But financial markets always depart from 
Schopenhauerian theory after this third stage. Truths 
are universal and, importantly, durable. In financial 
markets, what’s right in one regime will be wrong in 
the next. Looking ahead, it is the consensus view that 
the chief beneficiary of the long-awaited Fed liftoff will 
be the US dollar. Since global central banks will soon be 
travelling very different monetary pathways from the 
Fed, higher interest rates in the US will push the dollar 
to loftier heights. If only it were that simple. Interest 
rate differentials are hardly the only factor driving cur-
rency returns. And, history disagrees with the consen-
sus here. The last two episodes of Fed tightening (start-
ing in February 1994 and June 2004) actually produced 
a weak dollar in the following 6-month period, stay-
ing suppressed for the following 3 years. What’s more, 

sition in oil futures), downside risks are much higher.

Looking ahead, global investors should learn to love 
low oil prices. Cheap oil is a very powerful stimulant 
for world growth. This will become more apparent as 
the positive impact on global consumption, invest-
ment and liquidity materializes over time. Falling oil 
prices have never correctly predicted an economic 
downturn. On all recent occasions when the oil price 
has at least halved, faster global growth followed. 
Conversely, every global recession in the past 50 years 
has been preceded by a sharp increase in oil prices. 

But investors have been treating the decline in oil 
prices as a leading indicator of weakness in global 
demand, even though it is much more of an over-
supply story. This view is reinforced by the always im-
mediate appearance of the downside of collapsing 
oil prices in the regions and sectors that experience 
difficulties. And, it is evident in market action. Incon-
gruously, correlations between oil prices and the US 
stock market are the highest in years. This will not last.

→ Investment Implications. Leo finally got his Oscar 
but don’t count on a renewed bull market in oil or the 
Canadian dollar. More importantly, a tectonic wealth 
transfer is now underway. Because the world burns 34 
billion barrels of oil every year, a US$10 bbl fall in the 
oil price shifts roughly US$340bn from oil producers 
to consumers. Thus, the enormous price fall since Au-
gust 2014 will easily redistribute more than $2 trillion 
annually to oil consumers, providing a bigger income 
boost than the combined US and Chinese fiscal stimu-
lus in 2009. The positive impact on global growth and 
risk assets that benefit should not be underestimated. 

The Unbearable Lightness of the Central Bank Put. 
Milan Kundera’s post-modern masterpiece from 1984, 
“The Unbearable Lightness of Being,” perfectly cap-
tures the human paradox of lightness and weight. At 
times, we sense the transient nature of life, recogniz-
ing ourselves as mere participants in a vast unfolding 
universe. The world feels weightless. Other times, a 
heavier hand reminds us of a greater significance. We 
tighten our belts, reluctantly conceding an important 
role in the grand cosmos. Suddenly, our existence is 
heavy again. Today many investors are experiencing 
their own existential struggle. On the one hand, global 
central banks have created a fertile environment for 
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rise so far has been 0.8 degrees). The more optimistic 
supporters say this heralds “the end of the fossil fuel 
era”. There’s only one problem: markets and policies 
are moving in opposite directions. With commodity 
prices still low, it would appear that global supplies 
of fossil fuels are in abundant supply. Still, the Paris 
agreement means that pressure to curb fossil fuel us-
age is now a fact of global political life. Looking ahead, 
the stage is set for a clash between the market (which 
will encourage fossil fuel usage based on low prices) 
and politics (as government commitments force a 
reduction in carbon emissions). This clash will grow 
sharper after 2018 when the climate deal’s “ratch-
et” clause takes effect, requiring countries to audit 
their emissions every five years and adjust reduction 
targets to adhere to the 2 degree warming target.

→ Investment Implications. To be sure, we are nowhere 
near the end of the fossil fuel era. But, in financial mar-
kets, what happens at the margin matters most. Po-
litical pressure for carbon taxes, higher fuel-efficiency 
mandates, subsidies for renewables and other regula-
tions will continue. Any environmental event, whether 
floods, storms or more evidence of melting ice sheets, 
will become a catalyst for more action against climate 
change. For the solar industry, the crash in oil & gas 
prices has taken much of the froth out of their valua-
tions. But with fossil fuels significantly cheaper and un-
likely to materially rise for the foreseeable future, solar 
implementation could prove to be a tough sell. China 
is a major fault line here. Any significant slowdown in 
Chinese solar demand going forward would be very 
detrimental to confidence. But the Chinese government 
appears serious about tackling air pollution, incentiviz-
ing solar installations with a 14-16 cents/kilowatt feed-
in-tariff and operating a solar company rationalization 
program to weed out weaker players and strengthen 
the budding Chinese solar industry. Adding it all up, the 
longer-running future for the solar industry is still bright.

Emerging Markets: Country Selection Matters. To un-
derstand why this is true, one need not look further 
than China – a country whose labor force grew by 200 
million people in the ten years spanning 2002 through 
2011 (for perspective, the American labour force is just 
158 million) and a country whose average annual GDP 
growth rate was 10% during that period.  That era is 
now over as a consequence of economic rebalancing 
(as investment declines as a share of GDP, from a very 

4 big factors all suggest a stable to weakening dollar 
ahead: (1) credit re-leveraging is finally occurring the 
US, (2) capital is now chasing better stories in Europe 
and Japan, (3) the US dollar’s valuation is somewhere 
in the stratosphere and (4) Fed hawkishness is likely 
fully priced in. On the fourth point, any hint of Fed 
dovishness is likely to lead to a USD sell-off. The Fed 
can soften its tone in two key ways. First, communi-
cating the speed and duration of its tightening cycle, 
along with its end point. The gradualism of the Fed 
and commitment to “lower for longer” is still under-
appreciated. The recent long bond rally is forecasting 
this trend. Second, any sell-off in global capital mar-
kets or economic slowdown (as we saw this summer) 
will cause the Fed to hit pause on further hikes. Either 
scenario is highly probable but both dollar bearish.

→ Investment Implications. The dollar has quietly dis-
placed gold as the world’s new cult currency. But is 
this aging bull market logical and sustainable? Among 
nineteenth century philosophers, Schopenhauer was 
among the first to contend that at its core, the universe 
is not a rational place. With high overvaluation, nega-
tive momentum, and capital outflows increasing, the 
rationality of an ultra-long US dollar position should 
be held in question. Since 2008, we have argued that 
post-financial crisis periods typically produce a chroni-
cally strong senior currency (in today’s world, the US 
remains the monetary hegemon). Investors, still car-
rying crisis-made scar tissue, tend to cling close to 
shore. Endless financial crisis fears prevail. And, each 
time volatility erupts, capital quickly flows back to 
the perceived safety of the US, creating a persistently 
conservative posturing. Like other asset classes, cur-
rencies have a history of heading into extremes. The 
US dollar could certainly move higher from here. But 
it is a crowded place and the stakes are enormously 
high. Start moving away from US dollar exposures, 
favoring currencies in emerging Asia and Japan.

Midnight in Paris: Fossil Fuel Era at Late Stage. Like Gil 
Pender, Woody Allen’s Parisian protagonist, confront-
ing the shortcomings of his materialistic fiancée in 
the 1920s, the world is also facing the environmental 
limitations of over-reliance on fossil fuels in the 2010s. 
Whether we agree with global warming or not, the 
leaders of 195 nations recently announced a landmark 
deal in Paris, limiting the global temperature rise to 2 
degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels (that actual 
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and anti-austerity prime minister, Justin Trudeau, has 
revived hopes that Canada can regain its former glo-
ry, funded in part by “responsible deficits” (doubtful 
as uber-Keynesian Larry Summers is a lead economic 
adviser to Trudeau administration).  While Trudeau’s 
“sunny ways” have engineered some optimism, the 
more important story for Canada is the ongoing com-
modity bear market. Politics cannot change that mean-
ingfully. Since oil now accounts for half of Canada’s 
production-weighted commodity price index, the col-
lapse in crude oil prices represents a big downside 
risk to the outlook for business operating profits. The 
potential hit to investment, incomes and employment 
will eventually persuade the Bank of Canada to cut in-
terest rates further. Meanwhile, Canadians continue to 
be over-exposed to domestic assets.  This is all going 
into reverse as Canadians scramble to embrace global 
diversification (funny how this happens only after the 
Loonie falls). In fact, Canada is now a creditor to the 
US for the first time on record, reflecting Canada’s 
renewed love affair with assets south of the border. 
The stock of US assets held by Canadians in the fourth 
quarter of 2015 — everything from corporate acquisi-
tions to portfolio investments — exceeded assets held 
by Americans in Canada for the first time since 1990.

→ Investment Implications. Stay underweight the Cana-
dian dollar and the TSX at least until the global resource 
cycle again turns up. This could be several years away.

Frontier Markets Are Now Emerging. As globaliza-
tion continues to extend its reach, the fastest growing 
economies in the world are those classified as “Fron-
tier Markets” countries. Frontier markets have lower 
market capitalization and liquidity than the more de-
veloped, “traditional” emerging markets and should 
be viewed as longer-running investments, with lower 
correlations to mainstream asset markets. Contrary 
to our current view on emerging markets (where we 
argue that “country selection” really matters), a more 
prudent approach to frontier markets is a broad-based 
one given the myriad risks and challenges of investing in 
frontier markets—including low liquidity, high transac-
tion costs, and a lack of reliable corporate information.

→ Investment Implications. In a world character-
ized by low growth in developed markets and in-
creased correlations between emerging and devel-
oped markets, there is a demand for high-growth, 

high level), reduced scope for productivity gains (as 
incomes rise and the pool of cheap labour from rural 
areas dries up) and demographic changes (as the coun-
try’s labour force peaks). The key point is that invest-
ments that did well during China’s rapid industrializa-
tion era will now falter. New leadership is underway.

→ Investment Implications. Avoid broad-based emerg-
ing market ETFs, as much of the indexes are stuffed with 
yesteryear’s winners and companies geared toward 
exporting. As the emerging market story transitions, 
favor domestic-focused, reform-minded, commod-
ity importing countries. “Reformers are performers” is 
likely to emerge as a mantra for EM investors. Those 
emerging economies that have been complacent 
about their structural problems through the post-cri-
sis era are likely to be caught between a rock and a 
hard place. However, those that have taken the hard 
medicine, such as India, are ideally positioned to reap 
a growth dividend from global disinflationary pressure.

The Dominance of the Multinational Corpora-
tion.  In a globalized era, a new investment class has 
emerged— the multinational corporation. Of the 
100 largest economies in the world, 51 are actually 
those of corporations, not countries.  Rising out of a 
more interconnected world, these companies tran-
scend the restrictions of individual nation states, rov-
ing the globe for arbitrage and profit opportunities.   
These “autonomies” can choose their battlegrounds 
— seamlessly shifting production from country to 
country, accessing better tax regimes and benefit-
ting from cheaper labor.  Given the low level of in-
terest rates and high corporate profitability, we ex-
pect that these securities will remain well supported.

→ Investment Implications.  In general, favour mega-
caps and the most successful multinational sectors 
(consumer staples and household products/health-
care). Our long-run thesis is that quality equities will far 
outperform sovereign bond returns. An attendant man-
ifestation is low levels of business and capital spending.
 
Canada and Justin Trudeau: Can the Son Rise Again?  
In the last few years, Canada’s star has fallen and sev-
eral macro headwinds have surfaced, including a frag-
ile housing market, weak private-sector job growth 
and the end of a multi-year uptrend in commodity 
leadership. But now, the newly elected charismatic 
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ther deflationary pressures through longer-dated 
US Treasury bonds should remain (albeit in lower al-
locations).  And, a high- state of vigilance is required 
as to the channels of credit and money flows. Also, 
new trends such as income growth (finally!) in the US 
challenge some of the above disinflationary trends.

Message to Kuroda: What’s the Plan, Phil? Similar 
to the oft-quoted episode of Modern Family, Japan’s 
recent central bank actions (led by Haruhiko Kuroda) 
are reminiscent of Phil’s reaction to the family sta-
tion wagon rolling toward a cliff — leap on the hood 
and grab on, spread-eagled, while a bewildered Claire 
looks on. What is the plan, Mr. Kuroda? At a recent 
press conference Kuroda unveiled a grab-bag of new 
ideas, including central bank purchases of ETFs track-
ing companies which are “proactively making in-
vestment in physical and human capital.” (A clever 
idea … the only problem is such ETFs do not yet ex-
ist — perhaps a distribution and marketing strategy 
for ETF manufacturers. It’s hard to imagine a better 
customer than the Bank of Japan!). And, now, NIRP 
is here in Japan despite only a week earlier Kuroda 
denying that negative interest rates were imminent. 

→ Investment Implications. Given all of the above, 
the market is likely to be disappointed by Kuroda’s 
actions. First, the Bank of Japan is no longer the lead 
monetary polluter (that dubious distinction belongs to 
the ECB). And second, Japan has already won the cur-
rency war, as evidenced by the nearly-unprecedented 
cheapness of the Yen. Combine that cheap currency 
story with positive macro and micro underpinnings 
(see section below), and a long position in the Yen is 
a compelling position … even if one has to hold their 
nose and buy. The reality is that there are no “at-
tractive” currencies any more … just less ugly ones.

The Great Gold Unwind. Three major drivers of the 
gold bull market – a rapidly declining US dollar, pre-
dictions of a systemic financial collapse and a hy-
perinflationary future – are now either in reverse or 
discredited. Additionally, the over-accumulation of 
“real assets”—especially precious metals—ran for 
years and has now started a long descent (witness 
massive outflows from gold ETFs). In many ways, the 
role of central banks and the attendant era of “fi-
nancial repression” have disenfranchised gold as 
a viable asset class, given its lack of income stream.

diversifying equity investments. Stay invested in FM 
with an intention of a long-running holding period.

Real Return Risk Factors

Fire or Ice?  “Some say the world will end in fire/ some 
say in ice”, begins the popular poem by Robert Frost 
published in a December 1920 edition of Harper’s Maga-
zine. In 2016, the elemental “inflation or “deflation” de-
bate continues to rage. Immediately after 2008’s crisis, 
many forecast that heightened central bank responses 
guaranteed a hyperinflationary future. That was wide 
off the mark and “hyperinflationistas” continue to be 
wrong: disinflationary pressures continue to outweigh 
inflationary ones (note: this applies generally to de-
veloped, high-income nations).   Why this continuing 
trend?   First and foremost, many economies are still 
deleveraging; private sector lending is still declining or 
growing slowly at best. High indebtedness is in itself a 
deflationary factor seen over the long-term. Second, 
the velocity of money in circulation is declining.  Third, 
household income growth is still weak. Low interest 
rates are actually proving to be a retardant to spending 
rather than a stimulant. Fourth, there is still high excess 
output capacity. Five, increasing wealth and income 
skewedness is depressing demand and bumping up 
the saving rate. And finally, there is a large freely-trad-
ed bond market that will act as a sentinel, watching for 
any signs of price inflation. The conditions described 
are not the ingredients for an inflationary outcome. 

However, from time to time, deflation views sur-
face and dominate markets. Now is such a time. The 
recent news flow has been dominated by renewed 
deflation fears. Bond markets are also forecasting a 
no-flation future, driven in part by a large drop in oil 
prices, uncertainty around the level of monetary pol-
icy reaction by China’s central bank, concerns around 
the health of banks, further forays into NIRP (BoJ be-
ing the latest entrant) and overall renewed fears of 
a US recession. The only problem is that these re-
newed fears sharply contrast with US and global 
growth fundamentals and recent inflation prints. 

 → Investment Implications. While a high inflation-
ary outcome is still unlikely any time soon, a tacti-
cal “short on deflation” is warranted. This means 
further reductions in bond exposures and a gen-
eral move to “risk on”. However, hedges against fur-
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→ Investment Implications.   Generally, the same sectors 
that should be underweighted in the West (financials, 
consumer discretionary, etc.) should be overweighted in 
most emerging markets.  Also, a note of caution.   Emerg-
ing markets may not be financially levered like the West 
but they are operationally levered which makes them 
behave like cyclicals.  Beware broad-based emerging 
market equity ETFs, as much of their indexes are geared 
towards the exporting component of their economies. 

Demographics: The Global Aging Phenomenon. 
The previously described Super Trend is further 
compounded by a rapidly aging population along 
with lower birthrates has challenged available pen-
sion funding and raised old age support costs. 
This drives our “Global Income Crisis” theme and 
in and of itself is another deflationary driver as 
it contributes to slower economic growth rates.

→ Investment Implications.  Yield-oriented assets will 
continue to be in high demand.

Part B: Tactical Views (<12 Month Outlook)

Equity Risk Factors

Corporate Earnings Peak? The US earnings sea-
son for 4Q15 is complete and the results were not 
pretty: aggregate sales for S&P 500 firms fell -4.0% 
YoY, profits tumbled -7.5% and margins for the pe-
riod compressed by -2.2 percentage points to 
6.5%. The main drivers were: (i) the oil price col-
lapse, (ii) the strong US dollar and its damage to 
exporters, and (iii) rising wages eroding margins. 

Given that the above factors carry both positive and 
negative effects, the key question is whether US firms 
can expect to benefit from this confluence of factors. 
The first order effect of falling oil has been a massive 
fall in the top line of oil and gas producers and relat-
ed firms — energy sector sales fell -34% YoY in 4Q15 
while profits plunged by -73%. The next question is 
whether US companies, more broadly, have benefit-
ted from lower oil prices, particularly given the impact 
on consumer spending. We think they will. Secondly, 
the impact of the strong dollar (see above “Icarus 
and the US Dollar: Both Too Close to the Sun”). Fi-
nally, rising wage pressures. US companies like FedEx 

→ Investment Implications. Only tactical gold positions 
are warranted.

Income Risk Factors

Global Income Crisis. Two mega trends may be re-
sponsible for the disappearing middle class in many 
Western countries. One is globalization and the other 
is supply-side reforms (so-called “Reaganomics” as 
well as ultra-right philosophies) since the early 1980s. 
Globalization has brought about enormous prosper-
ity around the world. However, the benefits of glo-
balization have been distributed extremely unevenly. 
For developed countries,  while  globalization  has 
allowed  corporate profits to soar,  it  has  also cre-
ated huge  downward pressure on  wages,  especially 
in the tradable goods sector.  For  developing  coun-
tries, globalization has provided  both  new  sources  
of  capital  as  well  as  markets  for  their  products.  
The countries that  have successfully implemented 
various schemes to attract foreign capital have surged.

→ Investment Implications.  Globalization has produced 
asymmetric benefits: it has greatly benefited capital 
owners in the developed world as well as created hun-
dreds of millions of manufacturing jobs in developing 
countries. Particularly caught in the pinch is the middle 
class in the developed world. The net impact of income 
and wealth skewedness is slower economic growth.

Global Income Convergence.  The living standards of 
select developing nations are converging with that of 
the developed nations.  In fact, we have witnessed 
the emergence of 3 billion new consumers, produc-
ers, and savers over the past 30 years or so. What 
set off this dynamic megatrend was the interaction 
between three historic events -- the breakup of the 
Soviet bloc, the opening up of China, and the end of 
proxy wars between communism and capitalism in 
the developing world. The result was that almost the 
entire world’s population found their lives increas-
ingly guided for the first time by the invisible hand of 
market forces, instead of being ruled by the iron fists 
of communism, feudalism or the clumsy robotic grip 
of central planning.  As a result, incomes are converg-
ing (on a GDP per capita basis, the average American 
was 22 times richer than the average Chinese citizen 
in 1978. Today, that ratio is down to only 5 times.)

Part B: Tactical Views (<12 Month Outlook)
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ous positive trends. The US is one of the few devel-
oped markets showing sustained promising econom-
ic data of late, and domestic consumer confidence 
is on the rise. A combination of low mortgage rates, 
increasing wages, falling unemployment and a delev-
eraged average household creates a favorable back-
drop for homebuilders to prosper. The millennials are 
also finally moving out of their parent’s basement.

→ Investment Implications.  Despite recent de-
clines, investors should stay long US homebuilders.

Financial Engineering: A Double-Edged Sword. In an 
environment of slow top-line revenue growth, cor-
porations will remain focused on cost control and 
productivity gains. As part of that equation, financial 
engineering remains critical. Consider that compa-
nies have a number of options when utilizing their 
capital. They can reinvest back in the underlying busi-
ness, retire debt, buy back shares, or pay out divi-
dends. Why would corporate executives pursue the 
first two options when aggregate demand is weak 
and interest rates are at historic lows? The great-
est incentive for managers and shareholders, though 
not beneficial to labor, is to attempt to boost stock 
prices by reducing shares outstanding or by increas-
ing dividends. As expected, that has been the observ-
able case, accelerating since 2008. What stops this?

→ Investment Implications.  Generally, equities with 
the dynamics of growing dividend and share buybacks 
should remain well-supported. However, investors must 
stay vigilant to executive option issuance which effec-
tively cancels out buybacks (e.g. the gold mining sector 
in recent years). The trends observed here align with the 
ethos of “money manager capitalism”. The late econo-
mist, Hyman Minsky (who wrote an excellent book in the 
1980s—a non best-seller on financial instability), theo-
rized that institutional investors—i.e. pension funds, 
mutual funds, etc.—would come to dominate capital 
flows during advanced stages of capitalism. It was a 
prescient forecast. International markets are now more 
interconnected than ever and capital mobility is high. 
Eventually, money managers will need to identify the in-
stability that will arise from the current equity “bondifi-
cation” trend. However, this is likely still a long way off.

 

attributed lower 4Q15 operating profits to increased 
wages and employee benefits. Costco also respond-
ed to a tighter labor market by increasing its lowest 
hourly rate from $US11.5 to US$13. At what point 
do rising wages contribute to higher consumption, 
higher sales, etc., creating a positive feedback loop?

→  Investment  Implications.  Multinational equi-
ties continue to be a core holding in portfolios; how-
ever earnings growth will no longer be as robust 
as it has been since 2009. The big trend to keep on 
watch is whether a profit margin squeeze can be ab-
sorbed so long as aggregate demand grows faster 
than labour compensation. We are monitoring closely.

Time to Rotate Away from US Equities. It has been a 
long — and many would say — well-earned period of 
outperformance for US assets. All that may be chang-
ing now. Why? 3 key drivers of US equity outperfor-
mance are going into reverse: 1) In recent years the 
Federal Reserve was the most aggressive liquidity pro-
vider in the world—this is no longer the case. In fact, 
the Fed is making moves toward tightening, while ev-
eryone else is easing. 2) In recent years the US benefit-
ted from an extraordinarily competitive currency—this 
is no longer the case. In a very short period, the US 
dollar has gone from being significantly undervalued 
against almost all currencies, to being fairly valued 
against most, to now being overvalued against the 
likes of the euro and the yen. 3) In recent years US eq-
uities were attractively priced—this is no longer the 
case (our models show that the US is in the top 10% 
of “over-valuation” relative to other global countries). 
 
→ Investment Implications.  Given that the effects 
from a strong US dollar are unlikely to quickly abate, 
US equity bulls must pin their hopes on a massive 
boom in domestic earnings. To be sure, that is not 
an unrealistic scenario. Private sector GDP has been 
growing at a steady 3% to 3.5% for the past four 
years. But why not play the US consumer by buying 
European or Asian exporters, regions that have radi-
cally sharpened their competitiveness through cur-
rency debasement, benefit more from a lower oil price 
and, if one insists on measuring valuation (in our post-
modern world), trade on much cheaper multiples?
 
US Homebuilders: Through the Roof? American 
homebuilders look poised to capitalize on numer-
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cated to be around 3%). If policy rates remain tethered 
to zero and a “credit crunch 2.0” is not forthcoming 
(both scenarios being our base case), then high-yield 
will continue to provide mid to high single digit returns. 
That’s a reasonable return in a ZIRP world. However, 
stay vigilant to risks as the party will not last forever. 

Global Banks: The Big Short? Michael Lewis, the 
best-known trenchant critic of banks warns that they 
are still a huge risk for the financial system as politi-
cians have utterly failed to regulate them. Such neat 
narratives make for Hollywood blockbusters but the 
reality is more complex. And, whatever the case, 
banks are one of the worst performing sectors over 
the last year. The more important story is the vulner-
ability of banks to a renewed credit crisis. How ex-
posed are they? Given the tight correlation between 
the price of oil and US banks, it is clear that markets 
are forecasting lower profits or crushed capital (or 
both). But their exposure to energy is between 2% 
and 4% of total loans. This is manageable and highly 
unlikely to cause a sub-prime style credit crunch.

→ Investment Implications.  To be sure, we are not apol-
ogists for the global banking sector (and thoroughly 
enjoyed Ryan Gosling’s performance in the Big Short). 
But we are fact-driven. The banking sector is deeply 
discounted and, in some regions like China (trading on 
5.5 times earnings) and the Eurozone (down over 30% 
since last summer), priced for Armageddon. This is not 
a time to underweight banks, but a secular overweight 
is not prudent either, given a business model with 
more regulation, less leverage and less credit growth.

EM Debt: Triple Yield and Triple Fundamentals. The 
G-5 — the world’s five largest economies — repre-
sents 40% of world GDP and 70% of world sovereign 
debt. Emerging markets collectively have 40% of 
world GDP and 10% of world sovereign debt.  There-
fore, the G5 has the same economic footprint but 7 
times the sovereign debt.  Further, bank bailouts 
and recession-fighting measures have exploded 
the debt of the advanced economies to triple that 
of the main emerging economies including China.

→ Investment Implications.  Structurally over-
weight EM sovereign debt. Balanced portfolios 
should be long a “pack of two” — with one part 
local currency and the other USD-denominated. 

Credit Risk Factors

High Yield Bonds: Inglorious Debtors? At the climax 
of the high-yield bond selloff in February this year, 
the Fed offered extremely dovish guidance and ef-
fectively backstopped crumbling credit markets. Since 
then, high yield bonds have rallied back to early 2015 
highs (Forstrong portfolios have been beneficiaries). 
Where to next? Credit risks are mounting and height-
ened defaults are already scheduled in the pipeline. 
The percentage of “covenant-lite” loans hit a re-
cord high of more than 50% of issuance in 2014 and 
loans with leverage exceeding 6X EBITDA hit 27% in 
2014 (close to the 2007 peak). Historically, the pro-
portion of low-quality issuance leads overall spreads 
and defaults by about three years (since it generally 
takes that long for a high-yield bond to season and 
burn through capital provided in the bond issue). 

However, given the youthful vintage of high-yield bond 
markets in general (before the 1980s, few companies 
issued junk bonds), simple historical precedents are 
suspect. Many investors are concerned that the recent 
suspension of several speculative bond funds carries 
faint echoes of the onset of 2008’s credit crunch. But is 
that analog really appropriate? The worry is that these 
woes reveal financial fault-lines (as sub-prime did in 
the run-up to the global financial crisis). This risk is 
likely over-stated. Why? First, outside of the oil and gas 
sector, defaults remain extremely low. While we will 
surely see more bankruptcies in the oil and gas sector 
(more than 300 in the US this year, according to Black-
rock’s CEO), wider contagion risks have lessened sub-
stantially. Most capital raised in the energy sector was 
in the corporate bond market and not through banking 
channels. Reforms since the GFC mean that the bank-
ing sector is far less involved in market-making activity 
and the share of corporate bonds held by banks has 
been reduced by 50% since 2008. With bank balance 
sheets less exposed, corporate bond tremors are less 
likely to initiate tightening credit standards, a contrac-
tion in the money supply and a broader credit crunch.

→ Investment Implications. In early 2016, panic in high-
yield hit extremes, whether measured by discounts 
in closed-end funds (the average discount on the 15 
high-yield closed-end funds with the longest history 
is near its lowest point in its history) or even the ETFs 
(the discounts on both HYG and JNK were recently indi-
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→ Investment Implications. Given a deflationary 
world backdrop combined with lack of demand, 
bond yields are likely to stay low for long. Howev-
er, this is more of a range-bound trend. Bonds have 
rallied to far, too fast. Shorten-duration and take 
on floating rate exposures where possible (BKLN).

Winners and Losers from Low Energy Prices. The obvi-
ous way to play falling oil prices is to overweight the 
energy intensive economies of East and South Asia, 
namely Japan, China, India, the Philippines and so forth. 
Weaker energy prices will also have an immediate and 
visible impact on Asian trade balances and domestic 
growth. But most importantly, the fall in commod-
ity prices opens up the door to a genuine fall in short 
and long term interest rates in these Asian countries. 

→ Investment Implications.  Lower rates will 
be highly supportive of Asian asset prices. Stay 
long the Asia, especially India’s stock market.

Commodity Risk Factors

Commodity “Supercycle” Over.  In the last 200 years, 
the US has witnessed 6 secular commodity bull markets, 
with an average length of 16 years and total return of 
202%. Using 1999 as a starting point, we can identify a 
similar phase having taken place. For the CRB index, the 
bearish factors include (1) a strong dollar, (2) a steady 
increase in supply, (3) slower growth in Chinese de-
mand as the economy enters a restructuring phase and 
(4) continued improvement in global energy efficiency.

→ Investment Implications.  Maintain a secular un-
derweight to the energy sector and overweight 
countries, industries and sectors that benefit from a 
lower oil price. Oil prices are likely to be less volatile 
because after a large move, the psychology is that sub-
sequently moves tend to be smaller, as investors are 
caught less off guard. They are never as awe-inspiring 
as the first move. And to that extent, oil is less likely 
to be big a driver of the bond market going forward.

Brazilian Bottom-Fishing: Not Yet. Brazil’s economy 
is stuck in a vicious stagflationary environment with a 
weakening currency causing higher inflation, and the 
resulting monetary tightening crushing domestic de-
mand. In turn, tax revenue will continue to be lower 
than expected and the cost of servicing the govern-

“Safety” Label is Morphing. With downgrades becom-
ing more frequent, that coveted label — AAA — is 
now an endangered species.  Now, capital has a way 
of swiftly seeking out safe harbors and penalizing oth-
ers who are not safeguarding their national currencies. 
Who would have thought that the once-august Swiss 
franc would lose its safe haven status? We are living in 
a period in history when modern nation-states – cen-
tralized money-munching machines invented in the 
19th and 20th centuries to democratize ailing mon-
archies – are mired in crisis.  Most Western nations 
have one or more of the following: unsustainable debt 
(Greece), ageing working populations (Japan), entitle-
ment burdens of welfare states that have spun out 
of control (the UK), or political classes that have run 
out of answers (France). Long-term investment in the 
bonds of ruptured and discredited nation-states that 
will seek survival via taxes or inflation appear to be an 
unappealing strategy.  Also, currency and bond valua-
tions of several former safe havens have been driven 
up to unsustainable levels. Severely overvalued curren-
cies are reducing exporters profit margins and hence 
economic growth, causing domestic currencies to fall.

→ Investment Implications.   Safety is a highly post-
modern concept. Rove the world for the best credits 
… or those assets that are improving in credit safe-
ty.   Local currency emerging market bonds remain 
attractive, as do select bond markets in the West 
from a credit quality perspective. Safety, however, 
during times of instability is determined by liquid-
ity. Shares and bonds in multinational businesses are 
also increasingly being viewed as new safe haven 
assets (witness the outperformance of Swiss multi-
national, Nestle, versus the domestic bond market).

Interest Rate Risk Factors

Interest Rates: Help, I’ve Fallen and I Can’t Get Up! 
The world’s central bank chariot wheels have not just 
hit the ground, they have gone through it and are 
burrowing deep into the monetary unknown. More 
than a quarter of the world’s population now lives 
in countries with negative interest rates. Policy rates 
are moving lower but so are yields further out on the 
curve. Switzerland’s 30-year treasuries just went nega-
tive. Surprisingly, optimism on bonds is at an almost 
record high as well. An Optimism Index that we fol-
low is in the top 0.5% of all daily readings since 1991.
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The Party’s victory in 1949 ended this era and ushered 
in a period of rebuilding which will succeed in making 
China a “moderately prosperous” nation by 2020. By 
the 100th anniversary of Party rule, Xi wants China to 
regain its position as the dominant power in Asia and 
be the US’s equal in global affairs. The push towards 
this aim has massive investment implications. Impor-
tantly, China needs a better financial system as it moves 
from the resource mobilization stage of growth (where 
the main job was to invest as much as possible to build 
up infrastructure and basic industry) to the resource 
efficiency stage (where the job is to maximize the re-
turn on investment). Therefore, over the next several 
years China will see slower but better growth—thanks 
to reduced capital waste (less white elephant infra-
structure spending, less corruption, less unproductive 
debt). On balance, this shift is positive for asset prices.
 
→ Investment Implications. What matters for inves-
tors in the decade ahead is the impact of China’s drive 
for superpower status. Two elements of this drive are 
crucial: (1) the “New Silk Road” of Chinese-built trade 
routes through Central and Southeast Asia (2) the ef-
fort to turn China into a financial power, in addition 
to being an economic and trade power. Traditional 
ways of playing China’s growth no longer work, be-
cause the capital-spending cycle that drove them is 
over. The next big opportunities will be created by ren-
minbi internationalization, financial liberalization, and 
the consumer economy. The key now is to find ways 
to take advantage of the following trends (a) refocus-
ing of the domestic economy from capital spending to 
consumer-led growth, (b) increased reliance on equi-
ty financing as Beijing tries to get runaway leverage 
under control, (c) expansion of infrastructure spend-
ing and trade along the two New Silk Road routes. 
Broadly, the major consequences of China’s drive for 
financial power are: strong renminbi, falling bond 
yields, rising equity prices and a rapid rise in China’s 
outward direct investment and project lending. For 
asset prices, issues like high valuations are likely to 
be overwhelmed by “re-rating effects”: from “emerg-
ing market” to “reserve asset” for Chinese bonds and 
re-weighting of Chinese equities in global indices, 
in line with China’s much larger share of global GDP.

EMs are Forming a Bottom. From 2008 through 2015, 
US equities (as measured by the S&P 500) returned 
6.5% per year, providing a total return of 66%. During 

ment’s debt, now a whopping 7.9% of GDP, will stay 
elevated. Brazil’s manufacturing sector has lost com-
petitiveness and exports are now a very small share of 
total output. Thus, a pickup in global trade is likely to 
have limited impact. Moreover, there is no evidence 
so far that currency weakness has had a broad posi-
tive impact on the manufacturing sector or exports. 
 
→ Investment Implications. Brazilian assets have al-
ready been crushed relative to their EM peers, but 
investors looking to bottom fish will be disappointed 
because ongoing political turmoil and weak growth 
will keep asset prices under pressure. The outlook will 
only improve when congress and the government be-
gin to cooperate (which is unlikely during this time 
horizon) and there is evidence that a non-populist 
outcome (read: fiscally conservative) is in the cards. 
Under such a scenario, the best play on Brazil would 
initially be via bonds and the currency, since equities 
would be held back by weak growth and earnings 
as the government continues to implement auster-
ity measures. Moreover, bond yields would gradually 
decline and the currency would benefit from capital 
flows once the central bank is able to lower the policy 
rate amid evidence of improving government finances. 
 
Market Psychology Risk Factors
 
A New Way To Think About China. China’s GDP growth 
has slowed from an average of 11% in the 2002-2011 de-
cade to under 7%, and further slowing is likely through-
out 2016 and beyond. Historical precedents suggest 
that, with market reforms, China could sustain growth 
of 5-7% for several more years, but there is little doubt 
the trajectory is downward. Investors naturally worry 
whether equity prices can rise even as the economy 
keeps slowing. This is the wrong question. Headline 
GDP data is not what investors should focus on right 
now (besides, high economic growth is not always cor-
related to rising stock markets). The most important 
facts about China today are not the problems of slow-
ing growth and high leverage. Rather they are the drive 
to regain China’s status as a major global power, and 
financial liberalization. China’s President, Xi Jinping, 
has declared that the “China Dream” is “the great reju-
venation of the Chinese nation.” What does this mean? 
In the Communist Party narrative of history, China was 
a great world power for 2,000 years, until its defeat in 
the First Opium War led to a “century of humiliation”. 
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raised to “overweight”. As the EM story transitions, 
favor domestic-focused, reform-minded, commodity-
importing countries. Most of these are found in Asian 
nations — countries like India, the Philippines and, yes, 
China. Conversely, those economies that have been com-
placent about a slowing of China’s rapid industrializa-
tion era are likely to continue faltering. Global investors 
should be positioned for significant country re-ratings. 

NIRP and Lessons in Swedish. Swedish GDP growth 
for 4Q15 was just reported at 4.5% year-over-year, the 
fastest pace since 2011 and the tenth straight quar-
terly gain. This makes Sweden by far the best perform-
ing developed economy in the post-2008 period. Given 
that the country has led the way with negative interest 
rates, a natural question is whether the Swedish ex-
perience represents a vindication for NIRP. Clearly, a 
multitude of factors have been at work. Notably, the 
ECB’s momentous monetary conversion and, in par-
ticular, its foray into quantitative easing, engineered 
a massive Euro depreciation. In an economic region 
geared toward exports, the new currency level has 
initiated economic stability and “high beta” cyclical 
economies, like Sweden, stand most to benefit. The 
majority of Sweden’s exports are sold to other Euro-
pean nations. Its largest export market is Germany 
— a country with record low unemployment and real 
wages rising at the fastest pace in more than 20 years. 
Also, Sweden is in the “winner” camp from lower oil 
prices, importing 100 percent of its oil and natural gas 
needs. Finally, sub-zero interest rates (no doubt driven 
in part by Paul Krugman’s accusations of “sadomon-
etarism”) have punished Sweden’s local currency (on 
a purchasing power parity basis, now 30 – 40% un-
dervalued). Unsurprisingly, the undervalued currency 
has left Sweden highly competitive, swelling its cur-
rent account surplus to more than 5 percent. Given 
all of the above, it is hard to isolate the contribution 
that the policy has made to Sweden’s growth, But per-
haps the wider lesson that Sweden offers about NIRP 
is the difficulty of disengaging. Sweden now has hous-
ing prices 45% above their 2007 levels, and the highest 
consumer debt servicing ratio in Europe (11%). Thus, 
the economy is extraordinarily sensitive to changes in 
interest rates (Canada, anyone?).  And therein lies the 
trap. The Riksbank professes to worry about a runaway 
housing boom, but has deferred to the government to 
deal with it (presumably, with even more regulation). 
 

the same period, the MSCI Emerging Markets Index lost 
2.8% a year, providing a total return of -21%, an under-
performance gap of 87 percentage points. So one can 
safely say that the latest treatment of emerging mar-
kets is far removed from the red carpet on which they 
trod during China’s roaring bull years. But is it warrant-
ed? Not likely. First, revulsion toward China. The con-
sensus has spun a narrative that policy has finally piv-
oted to pursuing a weak renminbi, providing evidence 
of an imminent hard-landing scenario. While growth is 
slowing and should not be trivialized, the more impor-
tant story is China’s solid progress on the road to rebal-
ancing — namely, a shift away from manufacturing and 
construction activity toward consumers and services. 
This is exactly what well-intentioned Western econo-
mists urged EMs to do: rebalance economies away from 
cheap exports to a more self-sustaining middle class. 
While Beijing can be criticized for a poorly communi-
cated agenda, their longer running ambitions shouldn’t 
be understated — internationalize the currency, mod-
ernize the financial system, address excesses in debt 
markets and transform state-owned enterprises — all 
couched in a nationalistic revival of the “China dream”. 
Second, forecasts of a widespread EM crisis are also 
off the mark. Here, the commentary has focused on 
slowing growth and high debt, with extravagant com-
parisons to the 1997-98 Asian crisis. Yes, exports are 
slowing. But this is concentrated in the commodity ex-
porters (declining by almost 40% in July, year-on-year). 
And, the outlook is actually improving for a number of 
countries. It’s important to recognize that EMs already 
had a large slowdown between 2010 – 2012. Since 
then, currencies have weakened (boosting competi-
tiveness), commodities have fallen (raising consump-
tion) and policy has turned stimulative (lowering the 
cost of capital). These benefits always show up with a 
lag. Why should this time be different? Finally, EM as-
sets are marked down and deeply in the bargain bin. 
This is confirmed in a variety of investor channels and 
positioning. In the retail world, EM mutual fund out-
flows are at near-record levels. This was only matched 
in 2008 and 2011, and were followed by significant ral-
lies. In the institutional universe, fund managers are 
similarly sour. EM “underweight” positions are at a 
record net 34 percent and “aggressive” underweights 
just hit an all-time high (a few managers had the te-
merity to be “equal weight”). Contrarians take note.

→ Investment Implications. EM positions should be 
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ble what it was at the peak of the 1980s bubble. This 
marks the big difference between Japanese private 
savers and their counterparts in other countries. While 
more than a third of savers in the UK or the US buy 
stocks, less than 10% of Japanese people do. Viewed 
another way, a mere 8% of Japan’s household wealth is 
invested in equities, compared with more than 30% for 
the US. Abe is now inviting — even insisting — that mil-
lions of households funnel their savings into Japanese 
stocks via the tax-free NISA savings account program. 
A veritable tsunami of domestic investment is coming. 
Targets will hardly be limited to the large-cap sector. 
 
→ Investment Implications. Abe’s master plan is re-
ally to stoke a stock market rally and Japanese 
“animal spirits”, which in turn should lead to wage 
increases, capital investment and ultimately, an in-
crease in the return on invested capital. That’s the 
theory, anyway. But don’t bet on it. However, do be-
lieve that the Bank of Japan will continue to aggres-
sively underwrite a rising stock market. Couple that 
familiar macro story with strong micro underpinnings 
and Japan’s small cap sector looks set to prosper.  
  
“Escape Velocity” Remains Elusive. Seven years after 
the Global Financial Crisis (GFC), the big question for 
our investment committee still lingers: can world econ-
omies achieve a self-sustaining recovery (i.e. “escape 
velocity”), not dependent on extraordinary govern-
ment fiscal and monetary support? To date, massive 
intervention has only prompted a modest business ex-
pansion. Employment levels, capital spending and oth-
er measures of economic activity are far below what 
they would normally be at this stage of an average 
post-war expansion.  With the exception of perhaps the 
United States, the reality is that most of the developed 
world remains mired in a low growth environment, still 
reliant on government stimulus. Probability-weighted, 
our base case is a “muddle through” scenario … an ex-
tended period of slow growth of circa 2% per annum.

→ Investment Implications: Beware “bull market baby” 
biases driven by typical post-WWII economic cycles. 
Those with permanent built-in expectations of an immi-
nent private sector-led recovery have been disappoint-
ed. A key strategy will be to reduce risk once the con-
sensus becomes convinced of a self-sustaining recovery. 

 

→ Investment Implications. While NIRP is no guar-
antee of favorable investment returns, occasionally 
the stars align for even the most distorted capital 
markets. Importantly, stock market rallies almost al-
ways follow aggressive currency debasement. This 
time should not be different. Initiate a long position 
in Sweden’s highly pro-cyclical equity market, which 
has a much higher weight than the global benchmark 
in industrial stocks, and at the same time has much 
less weight in defensive sectors and resources, whose 
earnings are poised to lag. Swedish financials should 
continue to benefit from very easy monetary policy 
and the associated housing boom, while any credit 
quality concerns (reflecting the high household debt-
to-income level) will fade as the economic upturn gets 
on a stronger footing. The key risk for Swedish equi-
ties would be: an end to the housing boom or a de-
terioration in global trade, since exports represent 
nearly half of GDP. Keep both of these on high watch.
 
Japan’s Stock Market: Size Matters. While everyone 
seems to grasp the macroeconomics of Japan, few un-
derstand the micro. Why? First, over the last decade, 
Japanese companies faced the twin burdens of chronic 
deflation and an overvalued currency. What has been 
the result? Unsurprisingly, corporate Japan is now ex-
tremely lean and efficient. Aggregate Japanese return 
on equity has been trending upwards as companies 
have focused on improving corporate governance and 
benefitted from a weak yen. At 8.5%, overall return on 
equity (ROE) is quickly approaching double-digits, a 
level that has only been eclipsed twice in the past 25 
years. Japan is also a veritable hotbed of companies 
at the forefront of several technologies reshaping the 
global economy — including robotics, electrics cars and 
alternative energy (in the words of one analyst, “they 
make cool stuff”). And, while they benefit from a weak-
er Yen, they are not entirely dependent on it. Third, 
Japanese small caps are priced at the frontier of value, 
if not over the edge – deep into bargain territory. Plus, 
the currency is now stands 13% below its purchasing 
power parity level as measured by the OECD, while on 
a real effective exchange rate basis, it trades at levels 
last seen in the 1970s. Fourth, the plunge in oil prices 
is indisputably positive for Japan, which imports most 
of its energy needs. Finally, Japan is likely transforming 
itself from a nation of savers to a nation of investors. 
Contrary to popular belief, the Japanese savers have 
never been wealthier, having a net worth that is dou-
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cits threatened a run on the Rupee), Rajan has played 
lead in bringing macroeconomic stabilization. By using 
a mix of the conventional (raising interest rates) and 
the unconventional (raising medium term funds from 
overseas to bolster foreign exchange reserves), the 
governor successfully established the Rupee as a sta-
ble currency in troubled emerging market waters. This 
currency stability, coupled with the fall in commod-
ity prices since 2013, has led to a narrowing of India’s 
current account deficit from 5% of GDP to the current 
1%. The domestic inflation rate has tumbled by nearly 
half — from the low teens to mid-single digit levels.
 
Yet, Rajan recently announced he will not seek 
an extension of his three-year term, which ends 
in September. To be sure, we (along with oth-
er self-confessed Rajan groupies) are disap-
pointed. Apparently, “prudent central banker” is 
now an oxymoron. There are few good ones left.
 
However, fears that the hard-won credibility of the RBI 
will be undermined by the appointment of a more flex-
ible (read: dovish) governor look misplaced. The struc-
tural and institutional reforms begun by Rajan may 
remain unfinished, but they are unlikely to be aban-
doned by his successor and the Modi government.
 
Admittedly, the case for India does assume fairly 
flawless policy execution (and their domestic stock 
market is not particularly cheap). Still, global inves-
tors do not need to obsessively watch each twist and 
turn in what will inevitably be a messy and political-
ly-charged process of reform. To monitor India’s suc-
cess, two macro trends should be on high watch: (i) 
ongoing efforts to tame inflation and (ii) whether 
public policy can direct the resulting savings build-up 
from a more stable monetary environment into pro-
ductive investment rather than public hand-outs.
 
→ Investment Implications. Investors looking for an eq-
uity encore in a post-Rajan Indian world will not be dis-
appointed. Fundamentally, India has a lot going for it 
(relatively less reliance on global growth, no “funny mon-
ey” aka QE, etc), but a new catalyst may have emerged: 
with Rajan smashing inflation (and the significant de-
cline in the oil price surely helping his mandate), there 
is big potential for Indian policy rates to come down. 
Assets right across India may benefit, but the small cap 
sector may be poised for a big re-rating. Looking at the 

(Mis)leading Economic Indicators. In an environ-
ment where traditional monetary policy has lost its 
potency, forward-looking indicators like stock mar-
kets have also seen their predictive abilities reduced. 
Bubble financial markets tend to be coincident with 
economic trends, not anticipatory. Financial mar-
kets have become much more reactive than predic-
tive since 2008 (witness the almost perfect correla-
tion between the S&P 500 and US payroll data). To 
conclude, equity and bond markets no longer can 
be counted on to lead economic events; rather they 
have become coincident, or even lagging, indicators.

→ Investment Implications.  The Japanese de-leverag-
ing case of the 1990s is instructive here. Since then, the 
Nikkei’s performance has been characterized by strong 
bull and bear rallies that were more closely synchronized 
with the economic cycle. If the Japanese experience is 
a guide, then leading economic indicators will provide 
useful signals for tactical asset allocation strategies.
 
 “Tail Risk” Risk Factors
 
A Wider Global Scenario Set.  The culmination of low 
interest rates, instabilities and slow growth results in 
a wider set of possible future scenarios. While market 
participants continue to be polarized between extreme 
“bullish” and “bearish” views (neither being our core 
scenario), portfolio insurance should always be in place. 
 
→  Investment  Implications. In the words of financial 
historian Peter Bernstein, “if you like everything in your 
portfolio, you are not adequately diversified”. Investors 
need to remain widely diversified and cannot go “all in” 
on one scenario. Some caution is in order. In other words, 
hold assets that will protect portfolios throughout vari-
ous scenarios … i.e.  inflation, deflation, bond market 
or equity market declines, etc.  The key will be to target 
assets that have a favorable upside/downside ratio.
 
Policy Risk Factors
 
Rajan Has Left The Building. If there ever was an Elvis 
Presley of central banking it is Reserve Bank of India 
governor Raghuram Rajan (even eclipsing the luminous 
glow of Mark Carney’s star, aka “the George Clooney of 
central banking”). Since assuming his role in 2013 in the 
midst of the “taper tantrum” (when India’s twin defi-
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turing location for European multinationals.  Retaining 
flexible and independent currencies—i.e., not adopt-
ing the euro—has been a boon here. While the Club 
Med countries have been stymied by a chronically 
strong euro, Eastern Europe’s cost-competitiveness 
structure has steadily improved. Even as measured 
against emerging Asia, labor costs have dramatically 
improved. As an example, Romanian workers are now 
less expensive than China’s. Unsurprisingly, large Eu-
ropean corporations have been increasingly switching 
suppliers away from Asia. Also, who will benefit most 
from Europe’s extraordinary monetary easing? Will it 
be struggling giants such as Italy and France, or those 
lapping up liquidity on the fringes? Our contention is 
that Central and Eastern Europe is at the early stage 
of a “deflationary boom” while financial institutions 
have sufficiently recovered to transmit the European 
Central Bank’s quantitative easing program into credit 
expansion. The starting point must be the deflationary 
nature of Eastern Europe’s hard fought recovery. Unlike 
the pre-2008 period, the region is achieving “earned” 
rather than “borrowed” growth. Economies have re-
balanced through painful currency devaluations, real 
wage cuts and private sector deleveraging. As a result, 
Eastern Europe has regained competitiveness against 
emerging Asia, cementing its status as the natural pro-
duction hub for big European manufacturers; especial-
ly those from Germany. In the aftermath of the 2008-
09 crises, Eastern European banks suffered a perfect 
storm. Parent companies slashed funding, taxes were 
increased and non-performing loans rocketed. The re-
covery in lending has been slow with CE3 credit growth 
averaging only 1.3% since 2012 (4.5% in Poland, -0.4% 
in the Czech Republic and -7.8% in Hungary). Still, the 
last two years have seen Eastern Europe turn the cor-
ner—while the Eurozone eked out 0.8% GDP growth 
last year, the CE3 expanded at an average 3%. Another 
result of the tough adjustment route has been a sharp 
fall in inflation, from 4.3% in September 2013 to a level 
just below zero. Such tough medicine that initially de-
rated CEE stock markets are starting to heal the patient.
 
→ Investment Implications.  The MSCI Eastern Eu-
rope (ex-Russia) has underperformed both the eu-
rozone and global emerging market indexes since 
2011. This is not surprising as the equity benchmark 
is dominated by financial stocks, which struggle in 
credit-light recoveries. They should not only re-rate as 
the upturn in the credit cycle becomes clear, but also 

wider Asian region, a number of Asian countries—in-
cluding India, the Philippines, China—may well be start-
ing once again to see a triple merit scenario of falling 
interest rates, rising currencies, and rising asset prices.
 
Super Mario Delivers Again. ECB press conferences 
are becoming a circus, with traders dressing up as 
Super Mario and betting on the color of Mr. Draghi’s 
tie (blue, as it turned out recently). The big positive 
shock, of course, came last year when the ECB final-
ly embraced QE: it announced the world’s largest QE 
program by promising to buy 2.5 times the net issu-
ance of all eurozone government bonds (roughly five 
times bigger than Fed’s QE3 program and 50% bigger 
than the Japan’s). This was an enormous philosophi-
cal shift and marks the ECB’s breakout from German 
influence and an abandonment of fiscal austerity. The 
implication back then was that Europe will, for better 
or worse, now follow the US model of post-crisis poli-
cy. Yet, now, it appears that the ECB is blazing an even 
more progressive path than the one pioneered by Ben 
Bernanke. At the last meeting, Draghi somehow beat 
expectations, unveiling a major stimulus package — 
cutting its deposit rate by 10bps, adding €20bn to its 
monthly asset purchases (which now include non-bank 
corporate bonds) and announcing four new TLTROs. 
Perhaps, more importantly, was that the ECB proved 
that central banks were really not out of ammunition. 
Initially, markets negatively reacted to Draghi’s warn-
ing that further cuts were unlikely. However, after the 
dust settled, it became clear that his intention was to 
signal that, rather than a monetary endpoint, the ECB 
was already thinking of other unconventional mea-
sures beyond NIRP and QE. Draghi’s circus will go on. 
 
→ Investment Implications.  The ECB is now not only the 
world’s largest monetary polluter, but the leading cen-
tral bank in terms of forays into unconventional mea-
sures (taking over from the Fed). This has far-reaching 
implications for risk assets but, from an investment 
standpoint, should generally be viewed positively. 
 
Poland and the Baltic countries. As Russian power 
projects itself onto Ukraine, the EU and the US are like-
ly to respond by re-enforcing their links with Poland 
and the Baltic states. Already, these countries have 
been amongst the biggest success stories in Eastern 
Europe. Poland has one of the strongest economies in 
Europe and is quickly becoming the “go to” manufac-
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Japanese valuations to crazy levels in the mid- to late-
1980s, despite Japanese corporates hardly being para-
gons of value-creation. Much more importantly, back 
in the 1980s, index funds and other “dumb money” ac-
counted for a relatively small part of the global equity 
pie. Today, the precise opposite is true. Hence, if China 
does embrace currency deregulation, and if as a result 
all index providers are forced to upgrade China’s weight 
in global indices, the wave of “forced buying” of Chinese 
equities could end up being a tidal wave which sweeps 
away the very idea of index investing. In essence, out-
side of a few Chinese retail investors, everyone is “short/
massively underweight China”, or at the very least will 
be once global bond and equity indices start to reflect 
the reality of a China more open to foreign investment 
flows. And not only is this underweight China posi-
tion the most crowded trade amongst all institutions; 
but almost no one realizes that they, (along with their 
brother-in-law), have it on! Buckle up and stay long the 
A-share market.  A long bull market has only just begun.

benefit from positive carry as the ECB’s QE results in 
currency appreciation pressure. Another option is 
to play the Eastern European credit revival through 
eurozone banks with large exposure to the region.

Underweight Shanghai: The World’s Most Crowded 
Trade. In early June, MSCI once again chose not to 
include mainland Chinese shares in their global indi-
ces. Confucius once said that “everything has beauty, 
but not everyone sees it.” China may be today’s Con-
fucian case in point. Where to next? To be sure, Chi-
na’s micromanagement of the stock market has been 
somewhat shocking. The grab-bag of policy measures 
designed to support the stock market run counter to 
Beijing’s aim of creating a liberalized financial system 
where market forces are given a larger role. That’s a 
big step backward. Further developments will need to 
be monitored. However, heavy-handed intervention is 
hardly unique to China. The world’s monetary authori-
ties have been underwriting risk and a virtuous cycle 
of higher asset prices for some time now. America has 
a “Yellen put”, the Eurozone has a “Draghi put” and, 
not to be left out, China now has a “Xi Jinping put”. The 
era of market manipulation continues. And, if inves-
tors are looking for a transparent and well-function-
ing market, then one exists — it’s called Hong Kong. 
Many of these listed shares have been indiscriminately 
sold off during the mainland’s slump. Looking ahead, 
there is much work if China is to fulfill their strategic 
global ambitions (and stabilize the stock market). Fi-
nancial reform and opening China’s capital account 
will be a volatile process. Cyclical headwinds are in-
deed present. And, prophecies of doom will continue 
to plague China. Yet, this is the time to be investing 
in an unloved sector. In the coming decade, the world 
will have to reckon with China not as a rapidly grow-
ing export nation, but as a burgeoning financial power. 
 
→ Investment Implications. Today, it is fashionable to 
mock China’s equity market by highlighting that it is 
driven by retail punters or corrupt state officials. But 
how much will index funds and benchmark huggers 
care about these issues once China’s true economic 
and financial importance starts to be seriously reflect-
ed in the world’s main indices? MSCI acknowledged 
that China is making steady progress in tackling the 
main issues (moving away from heavy-handed market 
intervention and increasing credibility of its regulatory 
environment). Such index-driven investors helped drive 


